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Contact:
Mark Poynter, Branch Manager, Solo Resource Recovery
P: 08 8295 5077
E: Mark.Poynter@solo.com.au
W: www.solo.com.au
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City of Adelaide Business Centre Team - Permits Transformation Project
As the result of a comprehensive review of the equity of its permit fee structure and policy
framework, the City of Adelaide significantly transformed their permit assessment process,
enhancing customer experience and streamlining processes.
The Permits Transformation Project has:









Transformed the fee structure to an equitable, principle-based, approach for all activities
within the public space, resulting in a reduction from a complex 42 tier fee structure to eight
simple permit fees
Enhanced customer experience through 100% online and mobile-optimised applications and
the creation of an online Permit Wizard enabling:
o A checklist of the permits and approvals required from Council, based on customer
needs
o An online permit fee calculator to calculate fees ahead of applying
o An online application system tailored to provide different journeys which match the
customer type, minimising customer effort
Creation of a single point of contact for customers for the duration of their assessment
Significantly simplified policies and guidelines to reduce effort and make things easier for
customers
Developed a risk matrix to identify higher risk activities for proactive inspections to monitor
adherence to permit conditions
Provided each permit applicant the opportunity to rate and provide feedback on the service
they received, to measure satisfaction and support continuous improvement

Each complementary aspect of the project has contributed to a greater level of activations within
the city and increased levels of customer satisfaction.
Contact:

Steve Zaluski
Associate Director Regulatory Services
City of Adelaide
P: 08 8203 7641
E: s.zaluski@cityofadelaide.com.au
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City of Prospect Community and Planning Team - Payinthi After 5 Initiative
City of Prospect opened its transformational community building, Payinthi (Kaurna for ‘good
prospects’) in October 2019. With innovative and sophisticated technology and inclusive design it
ensures equitable access to quality spaces, programs and services.
Like all of local government, City of Prospect are experiencing seismic changes in the ways in which
their community work, meet and approach education and their day to day. Recognising this, and to
deliver on Council’s aspiration of continuous and exceptional service improvement, a new initiative,
‘Payinthi After 5’ was trialled in late 2021.
The trial provided extended community facility access beyond staffed hours, with Payinthi accessible
from 9am – 9pm, six days per week. The trial sought to further activate the village heart in Prospect,
while expanding community social capital. Designed to complement staffed hours, supported by one
onsite security person, the initiative empowers community to choose between service and selfservice through an open model. The trial period was a success, with immediate positive feedback
received and an additional 4,120 people using Payinthi After 5 between October and December
2021.
This successful trial, the first for metropolitan local government in South Australia, will continue in
2022 and will cement Payinthi’s role in the City of Prospect as a place for all.
Contact:

Nathan Cunningham
Director - Community and Planning
City of Prospect
P: 0408 483 321
E: nathan.cunningham@prospect.sa.gov.au
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City of Charles Sturt City Clean Team - Public Litter Bins Project
In 2021 the City of Charles Sturt undertook a comprehensive review of their public litter bin service
to improve customer, financial and environmental outcomes. The review was extensive and included
benchmarking against other councils, cleansing of asset data, financial analysis, review of service
history, identification of new technologies for route optimisation and review of community feedback
and existing service levels.
The project included the establishment of the new City Clean team, purchase of new plant and
equipment and the implementation of new route optimisation technology, OptiRoute – streamlining
processes with a focus on community, rationalisation of assets and improvement of environmental
outcomes.
The Public Litter Bins Project has achieved many results for Council including:
-

24/7 responsiveness to Community
Removal of 140 excess and low use bins across the City
Increased community engagement and processes through SMS notifications to teams
Ability to lift 300 bins per day, compared to the previous 55 per day
Leveraged technology, with OptiRoute able to be used across other Council functions
8.3% reduction in operating costs to date
Increased recycling and reduced waste to landfill

The Public Litter Bins Project has been a resounding success, providing an enhanced experience for
community through efficient and effective processes.
Contact:
Aly McGregor
Manager Field Services
City of Charles Sturt
P: 0438 060 980
E: amcgregor@charlessturt.sa.gov.au

Contact:
Nathan MacDonald
Workgroup Leader Engineering Works
City of Charles Sturt
P: 08 8408 1535
E: nmacdonald@charlessturt.sa.gov.au

